This study aims to analyze the textural features extracted from microscopic images of elastomeric and plastomeric type polymer modified bitumen (PMB) including five different types and contents of polymers. Fluorescence microscopy was used to capture microscopic images from thin films of PMB samples at different magnification scales (400 ·, 100 ·, and 40 ·). Gabor filters were utilized to extract the textural features of bitumen images. The features were used in three different query tests to quantify their representation capacity. The K nearest neighbor classifier was tested using leave-one-out cross validation. Textural analysis on the captured images provided numerical results that are in compliance with subjective visual tests.
Introduction
The enhancement in the level of living conditions due to social and economic development has increased the demand for safe and comfortable road surfaces with a higher driving quality during the last three decades. It is obvious that this demand can only be satisfied with road design procedures aiming flexible road surfaces with a longer service life. In order to construct long lasting road surfaces and to minimize deterioration such as permanent deformation, low temperature and fatigue cracking and moisture susceptibility, major emphasis has been placed on improving the performance of bituminous mixtures. This change in focus has led to a fundamental variation in the design of bituminous road surfaces such as improved bitumen characteristics. In order to improve bitumen characteristics, specific performance enhancers have been investigated. These include additive modification, polymer modification and chemical reaction modification [1] .
The polymers that are used for bitumen modification can be divided into two main groups, named as elastomers and plastomers [2] . Within the elastomeric group, styrene butadiene styrene (SBS) block copolymers and within the plastomeric group, ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) and ethylene butyl acrylate (EBA) have shown the greatest potential when blended with base bitumen [3] . Desirable characteristics of polymer modified bitumen (PMB) include greater elastic recovery, viscosity, cohesive strength, ductility and a higher softening point [4, 5] .
Fluorescent microscopy has been used for the determination of the quality of the dispersion of PMB for many years. The captured images have been used for a subjective judgment of the quality of the PMB comparison with other images of PMBs. This method does not give much information to the PMB producers and additional tests must be performed to determine the quality of PMBs. The visual investigation of the images is concerned with the textures that are due to different dispersion characteristics which can be related to chemical and physical properties. In order to eliminate the need for subjective evaluations, texture analysis methods can be utilized to achieve automatic visual inspection.
Extraction of textural features from captured images and using these features for various classification problems have been widely studied [6] . These studies target many different applications that utilize image understanding to solve specific problems. This paper aims to analyse the textural properties of plastomeric and elastomeric type of PMB images using Gabor filters.
Preparation of polymer modified bitumen samples
The EBA (Elvaloy â 3427), EVA (Evatene â 2805, Elvaloy â 4170), and SBS (Kraton â D1101, Soltene â 6302) modified bitumen samples were prepared by means of a high and a low shear laboratory type mixer rotating at 1 100 rpm and 125 rpm, respectively [1, 2, 4, 7] . In preparation, the base bitumen was heated to fluid condition (180 -185 8C), and poured into a 2 000 ml spherical flask. The EBA, EVA, and SBS polymers were then added slowly to the base bitumen.
The EBA and EVA concentrations in the base bitumen were chosen as 2 % -6 % and 3 % -7 % respectively according to the manufacturers. The concentrations of SBS in the base bitumen were also chosen as 2 % to 6 % by weight. The utilization of this content was based on past research made by Isacsson and Lu [7] . They concluded that a significant improvement in the properties of base bitumen was observed when the SBS content was increased from 2 % to 6 % by weight.
The temperature was kept constant at 185 8C, and the mixing process continued for 2 h. The uniformity of dispersion of EBA, EVA and SBS in the base bitumen was confirmed by passing the mixture through an ASTM 100# sieve. After completion, the samples were removed from the flask and divided into small containers, covered with aluminum foil and stored for testing. 
Fluorescence microscopy
In describing the microstructure interacting between bitumen and polymer, the term "morphology" is often used [8] . Fluorescence microscopy is used to investigate the morphology of the EBA, EVA, and SBS PMBs by determining the state of dispersion of the polymer within the base bitumen as well as to characterize the nature of the continuous and discontinuous phase. Fluorescence microscopy is a valuable tool for studying the phase morphology of PMB, as it allows the observation of the homogeneity and the structure in the raw state [9] .
Fluorescence microscopy is based on the principle that polymers swell due to the absorption of some of the constituents of the base bitumen. Due to the fluorescence effect the bitumen rich phase appears dark or black, whereas the polymer rich phase appears light [10] (e. g. Fig. 1 ).
Samples of each PMB were prepared (for imaging purposes) by using a standard sample preparation method that involves a heating and homogenizing procedure a sample cooling regime as well as a surface preparation procedure over thin films of the samples [11] .
PMB samples were examined at room temperature under a Leica DM EP microscope with fluorescent light (generated from a high pressure Xenon lamp) at magnification levels of 400 ·, 100 ·, and 40 ·. Images were then taken by a 7.2 Mp Leica DFC 320 color camera fitted in line with the optic axis of the microscope by means of an attachment to the trinocular observation head. The camera digitizes the image and stores the data as an image file in the hard drive of the workstation.
Texture representation using Gabor filters
Textural features of images are usually extracted by applying a series of mathematical transformations and measurements that measure physical quantities. Typically, these quantities are related to image deviations in different scales and orientations. One of the most common techniques for extracting textural features is texture analysis using Gabor filters [12] . After the application of Gabor filters, filter responses corresponding to different scales and orientations can be used as textural features that characterize physical properties of image data. Gabor filters are widely used in many different applications of texture analysis such as content based image retrieval [13 -16] , remote sensing [17, 18] , fault detection [19, 20] , biometric identification [21 -27] , medical image analysis [28, 29] , object recognition [30, 31] , optical text processing [32 -34] , etc.
Gabor filters can be implemented using a directional and scaled set of Gaussian filters. A bivariate Gaussian function can be represented as:
A two dimensional Gabor function can be obtained by multiplying a Gaussian function by a complex exponential:
Gðx; yÞ ¼ g r ðx; yÞ e
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Where W is the modulation frequency and (r x , r y ) are the scale variables that determine the size of the spread in Gaussian functions. The Fourier transform of Gðx; yÞ becomes:
Here, it can be observed that the scale variables in the spatial and frequency domain are related to each other by:
A set of Gabor filters can be derived using Gaussian filters in different scales and orientations as introduced in [13, 35] . The main purpose of this operation is to span the frequency domain uniformly. The filter variables are found as:
Where: U l , U h ð¼ WÞare the center frequencies of Gabor filters with lowest and highest frequency bands respectively. The Gabor filters with S different scales and K different orientations are found as: [25] .
The Gabor filters described above uniformly cover the spatial frequency space as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Gabor filters can be applied to an N · M image Iðx; yÞ by:
where "*" is used for the complex conjugate. This Gabor transformation corresponds to scale m and orientation n. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 where Gabor filters are applied for 3 scales and 12 orientations on the sample image. Magnitudes of the complex images are displayed. Average values and deviation values of S · K (i. e. number of scales · number of orientations) images are used as the textural features [13, 35] :
A feature vector can be formed by cascading mean and deviation values for all m and n:
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The distance between two feature vectors F (i) and F (j) extracted from two images can be defined as: 
The distance metric used here is the Euclidian distance between the terms which are normalized by standard deviation. The order of feature values in the feature vectors is directly related to the orientation of the textures. As depicted in Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the dominant texture orientation causes the filter responses to have a higher degree of variations for the Gabor filters steered in that particular direction. Texture analysis applications should be able to identify textures correctly even if they are rotated in an arbitrary direction. Several approaches have been proposed to make the texture analysis rotation invariant [35 -40] . These methods generally depend on mapping feature points to a different space with rotation invariance properties (by Fourier Transform, etc.) or reorganizing feature vectors by rotational shift operations. In this study, different approaches are adopted for rotational invariance of Gabor features. One of these approaches is based on finding the most dominant orientation and reorganizing the feature values by a rotational shift such that the peak value is placed at the leftmost position [35] . Another approach is based on calculating the distance between two feature vectors by circularly shifting one of the vectors and using the shift position that gives the minimum distance between the two vectors. After different types of bitumen (i. e. base and modified by EBA, EVA, and SBS) images were captured using a microscope-mounted digital camera, three different approaches (named A, B and C) were tested on the images to see how well Gabor features represent image textures. The A, B and C methods can be summarized as: Method A: Direct use of Gabor features (with no effort to satisfy rotation invariance). Method B: The peak value corresponding to the orientation with highest energy is computed and the feature vector is circularly shifted until the peak value is placed at the leftmost position. Method C: One of the feature vectors were circularly shifted for all possible cases and its distance to the second feature is calculated for each of these cases and the minimum distance value is recorded.
K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) classification
The K-NN classifier [41] is one of the classical techniques that allow classification of samples in a feature space merely based on their distances to training samples. For each query sample, the class that contains the most of the nearest k samples is assigned as the class for the query sample. The choice of k is limited by 1 and the number of samples in each training class. A choice of small k may lead to complicated decision boundaries that may be negatively affected by outlier samples. A large k introduces smooth decision regions at the expense of increased computational burden and lost local selectivity. In this paper performance results are computed for five values of k (from 1 to 5) and the average values are reported. The K-NN classifier is tested on the Gabor features of modified bitumen using the leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation technique.
For each query sample with a known class, the rest of the samples are used as the training set. The rate of query samples correctly classified by K-NN is recorded as the success rate for the query class. The samples that are assigned to wrong classes may be used to create a confusion matrix (as in Table 8 ) which represents the distribution of classification results. 2011 CarlHanserVerlag, Munich, Germanyw ww.ijmr.de
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Experimental results
Texture analysis on microscopic images of modified bitumen provides us with a framework to evaluate several aspects of materials without the need of chemical and mechanical tests. A human observer can easily distinguish physical characteristics of modified bitumen images (Figs. 4 -9) . In order to perform the operation automatically on a computer, the key features of the images that are common in the same class of images, but are not typically shared in different classes should be identified. Twelve images were captured for each magnification factor; polymer type, and different polymer contents. A set of 36 Gabor features were computed as described in Eq. (8) . These features correspond to responses of filters as illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 . In order to test how well textural features represent key characteristics of bitumen images, 3 different tests were performed: 1. This test is performed to determine how well the images of PMB with different contents (or mixture rates) of poly- Fig. 5b are used as training set for the Elvaloy â 3427 100 · query. The resulting sequence is sorted with respect to similarity (i. e. small distance) with respect to the query sample. The average K-NN score of 12 queries is recorded as the success rate corresponding to the class (i. e. content or mixture rate). Performance results of each method on different magnification scales (Figs. 4 -9 ) can be seen in Tables 1 -5 . It can be seen that for the most polymer types, when a proper magnification scale and method are selected, the query results return images of the same polymer content with significant success. 2. In this test the query is performed within the whole data set of 300 images. The average K-NN results for 12 query samples belonging to the class is used to find the success rate for a particular class (i. e. a specific mixture rate of a specific polymer type).
The results of this test are presented in Table 6 . It can be seen that it is possible to identify an image of a specific polymer content of a specific polymer type with significant success rates when proper methods and magnification scales are selected.
The final test is performed to see whether it is possible
to determine the type of polymer using a query of a bitumen image with a known magnification and an arbitrary mixture rate. All images are labeled by main groups (Base, EBA, EVA, SBS) and a query is done on all images. K-NN results for query samples belonging to the class label is used to find the success rate for a particular class (polymer type). Table 7 presents the results of the third test. It can be seen that textural features represent characteristics of the polymer modification when proper magnification scales and distance metrics are selected. Table 8 shows the confusion matrices for the selected methods that are marked in Table 7 . It provides information on the wrongfully selected classes for each case. Table 3 . The percentage success rate of A, B and C measures on 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 1.75 Elvaloy â 4170 modified bitumen images with 400 ·, 100 ·, 40· magnification. Table 4 . The percentage success rate of A, B and C measures on 2 -6 % Kraton â D1101 modified bitumen images with 400 ·, 100 ·, 40 · magnification. Table 5 . The percentage success rate of A, B and C measures on 2 -6 % Soltene â 6302 modified bitumen images with 400 ·, 100 ·, 40· magnification. as shown in Table 5 , for a 6 % Soltene â 6302 sample, choosing 100 · magnification and method C is the best choice to identify 6 % class within the set of Soltene â 6302 samples. Although method A should be expected to result in inferior outcomes, in some cases it seems to outperform rotationally invariant methods. This is due to accidental matching of wrong classes while trying to normalize for dominant orientation. Method A performs poorly for textures that are oriented in different directions (e. g. 5 % content of Evatene â 2805 displayed at 400 · magnification).
Conclusions
Textural features computed using Gabor filters are tested on microscopic images of SBS, EVA and EBA polymers for the three different classification tasks. The first test is performed to see how well the computed features represent the main characteristics of specified mixture rates within the group of samples that were modified by the same type of polymer. High success rates resulting from the test exhibits the possibility to precisely determine the mixture rate given only the images of bitumen samples modified by a specific type of polymer. Different success rates corresponding to different polymer types or contents (i. e. mixture rates) indicate some of the classes (i. e. mixture rate of a specific polymer type for the test) can be identified more precisely than others.
The second test is performed to see whether it is possible to identify a sample with a specific type and mixture rate among the whole data set comprising all available images. The results of the second test are particularly useful to observe how well a subclass can be identified with no prior knowledge about the type/amount of modification. It is shown that some of the subclasses can be identified at relatively high success rates.
Finally, the third test is performed to see the success rates when the query is performed to determine the type of modification. Based on the captured images of bitumen samples with an arbitrary amount of polymer, the type of the polymer can be classified.
The main purpose of this study is to show that the textural features extracted from images of polymer modified bitumen represent the significant structural characteristics of samples and therefore to enable discriminative operations. Imagebased tests using textural features are shown to be effective in analysis of polymer modified bitumen despite their low operational costs. These tests are capable of extracting information related to the type and rate of modification which is not available from mechanical and chemical tests.
This paper is a first step towards image-based identification of bitumen samples using textural features. The classes that need to be identified may correspond to a specific type of polymer or a specific content. Both of these cases may be considered vitally important for inspection of malpractice by an authority, or for maintaining quality standards by manufacturers. Textural analysis of polymer modified bitumen images is shown to be an effective and promising tool to serve for these purposes.
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